Wednesday 10th June 2020
Maths – 1 more and 2 more.
Today we are going to focus on ‘more’. Again, count forwards and backwards
from 30. Backwards is always harder so repetition is helpful for children.
Using a number line ask your childWhat is one more than five? How do you know?
If I have six sweets and I add one, how many do I have now? What about if I
added two more?
Task- Complete the attached worksheet.
English –Your own potion.
Revisit your potion mind map from yesterday. Today you are going to choose
one and write out a recipe for how to make it. Think about all the ingredients
you will need they can be nice or disgusting. Also, for you your recipe you will
have to write out the instructions. Don’t forget to use verbs (doing words) such
as cut, scrape, mash, chop.
Task- Write out a recipe for your chosen potion. Try and be as creative as you can
with your ingredients. What would a witch put in her potion? Unicorn hair?
Toenail of a giant? Slime? Fairy dust?
When it comes to writing your method, remember sentences need to be short as
they are a command. I ask that the children write 2 to 3 simple sentences for their
method.
Refer to the writing checklist to ensure your work meets what is expected.
(There is a sheet provided for you to write your potion recipe on but if you cannot
print it out do not worry, just use it as a guide to write your own onto paper.)
Parents- A word of warning, tomorrow we are going to make these potions!!!!

Phonics - Go onto Discovery Education and type in Phonics. Start with Phase 3
Scully’s Phonics and the ‘ar’ video and then complete one of the activities.

Thursday 11th June 2020
Maths- 1 less and 2 less
English – Today’s activity is going to be interesting.
Today I want you to try and make your potion. Now I know you won’t have
unicorn hair at home but try to be creative in what you can use as if it was
unicorn hair. Follow your method as you make your potion. Try and take photos
along the way.
I can’t wait to see your finished potions.
Phonics - Go onto Discovery Education and type in Phonics. Start with Phase 3
Scully’s Phonics and the ‘or’ video and then complete one of the activities

Friday 12th June 2020
Maths- 1 more and 1 less challenge.
English- Rhyming words
Today we are going to refresh our memories on rhyming words again to follow
on from last week. Talk about how rhyming words are words that sound the
same and have the same sounds in them.
Task- Please complete the attached sheet.

Phonics - Go onto Discovery Education and type in Phonics. Start with Phase 3
Scully’s Phonics and the ‘ur’ video and then complete one of the activitie

